MX1 Chain Cutting Machine

Heavy Duty Chain Beveling Machine

The Sawyer Value

- Incredible accuracy due to the 3-link chain and gear system
- Out of Round device can be used anywhere on the torch arm
- Spiral weld pipes are no issue for this heavy duty unit
- Adjustable torch support allows for piercing away from the cut, to then be moved to the cut line
- Vertical pipes are no problem when coupled with our optional guide strips
- Economical
- Quality is assured as the unit is 100% manufactured in the EU and comes with full CE Certification
- 1 year warranty

Options

- 110V / 220V Motorizing Kit
- Guide bands for vertical applications
- Chain kits to suit any pipe size range from 4”
- 110V / 220V Motorizing Kit
- Out of Round device
- Cutting torch and tips

30 Seconds (or less!) Sales Statement:

The MX1 Chain Cutting Machine is a flame beveling machine designed to cut pipes and tubes 4” and larger. Spiral and seam welded pipes are no problem for this heavy duty, robust unit. The adjustable wheel positioning system improves accuracy across a range of different pipe diameters. The accuracy, versatility and quality of this unit make it hard to beat for chain cutting applications. Even plasma cutting is achievable with our optional plasma motorizing kit.
Parts Diagram

A. Chain Tensioning Handle  E. Out of Round Device
B. Chain Gear  F. Wheels
C. Torch Support  G. Crank Handle
D. Adjustable Rack Torch Holder  H. Cable Tidy

For Additional Resources:

Contact Sawyer Mfg. Co for MX1 Chain Beveling Machine Marketing Material

http://www.sawyermfg.com